
Honoring Those Who Died Serving Our Country 29-JUL 1967 
 

Dale Ray Ross was born on 23-APR 1947.  His father was Gilbert Ross 
(1914-1985) and his mother was Florence Schneider Ross (1916-1977).  
Dale lived in Wentzville MO.  Dale had two sisters, Pat and Peggy.  Dale 
was married to Betty Ann Ross (Le Mar).  They had two daughters; Kim 
was born in January 1966 and Dawn was born in August 1967.  He 
enlisted in the Navy after graduation from Wentzville High School in 
May 1964 and served during the Vietnam War. He had the rank of Petty 
Officer Second Class. Dale’s occupational specialty was Structural 
Mechanic Safety Equipment Second Class. Dale was assigned to the 
Forrestal 4-JUN 1967.  He served with 7th Fleet, Vf-11, Tf 77, USS 
Forrestal.  

 
Dale was on a tour on duty in the Gulf of Tonkin during the Vietnam War, when while serving 
aboard the Forrestal, an explosion occurred which set off additional explosions of bombs and 
planes on the flight deck.  This was the worst naval disaster in a combat zone since World War II.  
The lives of 131 crewman were lost including Dale on 29-JUL 1967. 
 
Ross was reported missing and ultimately declared dead on 29-JUL 1967. Recorded 
circumstances attributed to: "Non-Hostile, Died While Missing, Other Causes, Sea Casualty.”  
Incident location: North Vietnam, Nz province, Blast and Fire Aboard the USS Forrestal.  
 
Dale Ray Ross is honored on Panel 24E, Line 48 of the Wall.  Dale’s body was never 
recovered.  When the explosions onboard the Forrestal happened, Dale was not on duty 
below the flight deck in the crew’s quarter.  The Veterans Administration report Dale is 
buried at Arlington National Cemetery.  is buried at St. Charles Memorial Gardens in St. 
Charles MO. 
 
Betty never recovered or remarried after losing Dale.  Dale and his wife had a daughter born on 
28-AUG 1967 named Dawn Dale.  Dawn never had a chance to meet her father.  Betty died in 
about 2009.   
 
From the official investigation report: 
On 29-JUL 1967, USS Forrestal (CVA/CV-59) suffered a catastrophic fire during flight operations 
while on Yankee Station off the coast of Vietnam. Yankee Station (officially Point Yankee) was a 
fixed coordinate off the coast of Vietnam where U.S. Navy aircraft carriers and support ships 
loitered in open waters over a nine-year period during the Vietnam War. 
 
Wracked by eight high-order explosions of thin-shelled Korean War era bombs and a number of 
smaller weapons explosions, the world’s first supercarrier was mere minutes away from the 
bottom of the Gulf of Tonkin.  The fire claimed 134 Sailors and Airmen, and seriously injured or 
burned another 161. Of those who died, 50 died where they slept. Many more were wounded 
but did not report their injuries because of the severity of those of their shipmates. 



Forrestal was the first Atlantic Fleet carrier on Yankee Station, and she had been there only five 
days.  As the ship prepared for its second strike of the day, at 1050, everything changed. The Navy 
in its definitive report on the event - Manual of the Judge Advocate General Basic Final 
Investigative Report Concerning the Fire on Board the USS FORRESTAL (CVA-59) - concluded that 
a stray electrical signal ignited the motor of a Zuni rocket carried by an F-4B Phantom II on the 
starboard quarter and shot across the deck, striking the external fuel tank of a fully armed A-4E 
Skyhawk on the port.  At least one of the Skyhawk’s M-65 1,000-lb. bombs fell to the deck, 
cracked open, and was burning with a white-hot ferocity. 

 
The carrier’s fire crew responded immediately.  
Fifty-four seconds after the initiation of the fire, 
Chief Gerald W. Farrier, head of the firefighting 
team, attacked the cracked and furiously burning 
bomb with a hand-held extinguisher.  Twenty 
seconds later the hose crew arrived and fought the 
periphery of the fire.  At slightly more than 90 
seconds into the fire, the bomb exploded.  Nine 
seconds later a second 1,000-pounder exploded 
with even more ferocity, hurling debris nearly 1,000 
feet away at the bow.   

The explosions of the large, old weapons blew holes in the armored flight deck above spaces 
primarily set aside for crew berthing. Flaming and unburned fuel, water, and foam cascaded 
down into the compartments.  Battling the fires below deck was more difficult than that topside 
with the confined spaces, little light, thick black smoke, and toxic fumes.  Although the fire on the 
flight deck was controlled within an hour, fires below deck raged until 0400 the next morning. 
Twenty-one aircraft were destroyed and another 40 damaged of the 73 on board at the start of 
the fire. 
 
Although the investigation report cited errors of safety checks on the Zuni rocket, it concluded 
that no one on board was directly responsible for the fire and subsequent explosions and 
recommended that no disciplinary or administrative action be taken against any persons 
attached to the ship or its air wing. 
 
Forrestal received emergency repairs over eight days at Subic Bay, the Philippines, before sailing 
for complete repair at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard in Portsmouth, Virginia. She went on to serve 
until 11-SEP 1993 when she was decommissioned after 21 deployments. She never made another 
Vietnam cruise. 
 
The Forrestal Fire and John McCain 
Former U.S. Senator John McCain was aboard the Forrestal as a lieutenant commander piloting 
an A-4 Skyhawk for the U.S. Navy on 29-JUL 1967, the day of the fire. The Forrestal had recently 
been resupplied with munitions, including 1,000-pound bombs from the Korean War, stored on 



the deck, because modern bombs were in short supply.  McCain’s jet was parked on the deck, 
tail pointed outward before takeoff, as the ship sailed in the Gulf of Tonkin.Through there is some 
controversary as to what caused the explosion, officially the report stated:  An F-4 Phantom about 
100 feet away at the opposite end of the deck accidentally fired a rocket because of an electrical 
surge. 

The details vary depending on the account, but the rocket hit either McCain’s plane or the plane 
of fellow Skyhawk pilot Lt. Cdr. Fred White. 

McCain remembered the rocket hitting his own plane in his 1999 book Faith of My Fathers: "In 
the next instant, a Zuni missile struck the belly fuel tank of my plane, tearing it open, igniting two 
hundred gallons of fuel that spilled onto the deck, and knocking two of my bombs to the deck.”  
But the official U.S. Navy report of the accident said the rocket hit White’s plane, rupturing the 
fuel tank and igniting the jet fuel. 

A fragment also punctured the fuel tank of another Skyhawk next to White, spilling more fuel and 
igniting it. The rocket itself fell into the ocean without detonating, but a bomb from one of the 
aircraft exploded as crew members rushed to put out the flames. (Subsequent reports have 
noted modern bombs would not have "cooked off" the way the Korean War-era munitions did, 
contributing to the disaster.) 

McCain managed to escape his cockpit through the flames, suffering burns and shrapnel wounds 
in his legs and chest.  He described the conflagration in his book: 

“All around me was mayhem. Planes were burning. More bombs cooked off.  Body parts, pieces 
of the ship, and scraps of planes were dropping onto the deck.  Pilots strapped in their seats 
ejected into the firestorm.  Men trapped by flames jumped overboard.  More Zuni missiles 
streaked across the deck.  Explosions tore craters in the flight deck, and burning fuel fell through 
the opening into the hangar bay, spreading the fire below." 

McCain wrote that he helped dump some bombs over the side of the ship before heading to the 
ready room and then sick bay to treat his wounds.  He acknowledged the crew managed to 
control the flight deck fire by that afternoon, but below-deck fires lasted for another 24 hours. 

"The fires were consuming the Forrestal.  I thought she might sink," he wrote. "But the crew’s 
heroics kept her afloat.  Men sacrificed their lives for one another and for their ship.  Many of 
them were only 18 or 19 years old." 

The Forrestal was drydocked and refit, staying in service until being decommissioned in 1993. 
The fire, considered the worst combat-related naval disaster since World War II, led to changes 
in crew training and flight deck procedures. 

According the VA, Dale Ray Ross is buried at Arlington National Cemetery in Arlington VA.   
Two other St. Louisans lost their lives on the USS Forrestal that day: 



• Gerald Wehde from Old Monroe, MO. 
• Edward Neumeyer of Belleville IL.    

 
Dale is honored and remembered at the St. Charles County Veterans Museum.   
 
 


